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The API adds in-memory compression to your programs. Add a new file when the program is running. The file is compressed and then you can open it or
read its content. The engine is highly optimized. The engine has fast algorithms. The API has full control over the compression process. The API doesn't
use any third party library. The engine is completely independent. The compressed file has a header field at the beginning. The header field contains
parameters needed for decompressing and compressing the file. The API has full control over the compression parameters. The compression engine has an
option to decompress or compress large files. File header field contains maximum number of bytes to read and write to a file. The engine doesn't allocate
memory to do the compression and decompression. The engine runs in the process memory. This engine can be used as a library in DLL and/or OCX. The
API is not an embedded engine. Option to run the engine in memory or load it from disk and run it. Package: BSDADeflate.DLL 1.2 HTMLFormat.OCX
1.0 HTMLFormat.tlh 1.0 Note for 1.2: The package contains the dll, the header and the tlh. Note for 1.0: The header and tlh are the only files. Note for
1.0.1: The header is only the header file. New issues for 1.2: Bug #349291 Use Next Packed Record to insert in 32 bit big endian files. There's a fix for
this (fixed in version 1.2.2). Bug #351886 The Dll package contained a.reg file to ease registration of the dll. This is now included in the dll. Bug #351887
Only one bug has been opened for the tlh. Bug #351888 Only one bug has been opened for the.reg file. Bug #351889 Only one bug has been opened for the
header file. List of the.reg files that has been created: [CO.BSDA] - Bug #350711 and bug #350740 [CO.BSDA.HTML] - bug #355909
[CO.BSDA.PROGRAMLIST] - bug #354815 [CO
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BigSpeed Deflate DLL implements a compression 32K Byte Deflate Algorithm. It has been programmed with a little care and maximum efficiency and
speed. This compression Deflate implementation makes little use of uninitialized memory. The optimized decoding process is done with a table-base
algorithm that needs 12K of memory to be allocated in your application. The table is created in the initialization process. This means that at the least you
need to allocate 12K of memory for the DLL to work. The API is easy to use and requires only 2 simple functions. dummy function (optional) Adds no
functionality to the compression Deflate algorithm. Returns no value. function Deflate(LZwOrig:LP TByteDynArray; LZwMin, LZwMax:}; integer);
Returns the this ostensibly compressed data. Important: I don't maintain the source code nor have I tested how well it works. Nobody can be sure that it
works. This is because I'm lazy and I don't have the time to test it myself. This however does not mean that the source code is not complete and bug-free.
It's just that I don't have the time to verify it. All I can say is that it does work. When you use my DLL in your application, you should be aware that the
algorithm used for the compression is always the same. If you wish, you can change the algorithm and the implementation technique. The main concern is
the space required to put the compression algorithm in your application. I'm sure that you will be pleasantly surprised by the size of the smallest possible (in
terms of compression ratio) based implementation of the footsteps of the Deflate algorithm. BigSpeed Deflate DLL is a Turbo/Embedded/RTL/ZIP (.
compliant DLL. BigSpeed Deflate DLL is released under the Mozilla Public License. It can be used freely in non-commercial applications. Download the
current ZIP file. The ZIP package contains the following files: BigSpeed Deflate.dll BigSpeed.chm Readme.txt Using BigSpeed Deflate in your application
is simple. You need only to add the DLL to your application, call the LoadBigSpeedDeflate function, and then call the Deflate function, using the following
parameters: LZwOrig: TByteDynArray; LZwMin, LZwMax: integer; The D 09e8f5149f
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Sample Code Compress/decompress in memory BigSpeed Deflate Compress/Decompress in memory. It is a simple, fast and compact library. It uses a
sliding window algorithm to perform a real time compression. The algorithm is a modification of the one used by zip. It allows a compression of the
original file in about the same time that zip does, but with less CPU usage. The DLL, with the necessary bytes to decode the deflate format, is about 25k
bytes. The compressed file of the above example has 23 bytes. It is written in the following format: hdr: 00 98 42 0b 80 c2 8a 0a a8 06 30 00 04 06 86 0b
b2 04 24 c9 c55 0x08: 00 05 08 83 01 00 03 c4 f0 f6 2f e7 1c 3d f4 28 0x10: b4 fd b7 4b 20 35 01 00 78 13 05 73 32 32 a6 a6 0x20: b2 f4 c2 32 1e 27 8e
b5 88 f2 7d 6e b3 80 1e 6a 0x30: 5e f7 e7 7a 9d bb 54 d7 44 94 9d 45 02 76 65 50 0x40: 7e e3 0b 15 20 80 3f f1 05 35 f3 a4 c9 0f b6 56 0x50: ef 47 14
89 b4 58 8a 6c 3d 13 43 2c 8a 7c 64 1e 0x60: 43 71 d1 7e 69 8e a7 9e 21 8d 0e 21 38 19 f6 91 0x70: 6f 4b 23 ec 6e e1 38 04 4e e9 1c e3 5c 71 72 07
0x80: 37 db b2 32 c8 da d1 0f 27 69 40 e8 15 46 a3 9d 0x90: e0 b0 f7 e4 07 b7 44 d2 42 c7 f1 a4 5b b8 f6 24 0xa0: f1 88 43 52 55 60 7a b1 a4 c1

What's New In?

- Compression algorithm (memory-optimized): the same as in ZIP files, it is faster, smaller, and uses less memory. The algorithm is very fast, and uses only
about 20K of memory on most modern machines. - Support dynamic and static code pages. Dynamically allocate memory in your program, without
increasing the heap size. - Provide a convenient method to decompress data, independent of the programming language. BigSpeed Deflate DLL is a small
in-memory compression library. BigSpeed Deflate DLL lets you add in-memory compression and decompression to your application. The compression
algorithm is the same as used in zip files. It is implemented in fast, highly-optimized assembler code. The file size is under 20K. The API is composed only
by 2 functions, which can be called from any programming language that supports DLLs. An example is included that illustrates how to use the DLL with
Delphi. BigSpeed Deflate DLL Description: - Compression algorithm (memory-optimized): the same as in ZIP files, it is faster, smaller, and uses less
memory. The algorithm is very fast, and uses only about 20K of memory on most modern machines. - Support dynamic and static code pages. Dynamically
allocate memory in your program, without increasing the heap size. - Provide a convenient method to decompress data, independent of the programming
language. BigSpeed Deflate DLL is a small in-memory compression library. BigSpeed Deflate DLL lets you add in-memory compression and
decompression to your application. The compression algorithm is the same as used in zip files. It is implemented in fast, highly-optimized assembler code.
The file size is under 20K. The API is composed only by 2 functions, which can be called from any programming language that supports DLLs. An
example is included that illustrates how to use the DLL with Delphi. BigSpeed Deflate DLL Description: - Compression algorithm (memory-optimized):
the same as in ZIP files, it is faster, smaller, and uses less memory. The algorithm is very fast, and uses only about 20K of memory on most modern
machines. - Support dynamic and static code pages. Dynamically allocate memory in your program, without increasing the heap size. - Provide a
convenient method to decompress data, independent of the programming language.
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System Requirements:

Memory: 64 MB RAM CPU: Intel Pentium 3 600 MHz Hard Disk: 3.0 GB Video: Intel 965AG Chipset, 128 MB AGP Sound Card: Microsoft SoundMAX
or other sound card Windows: Vista or higher CD-ROM: Microsoft Windows 98 or higher OS: Microsoft Windows 98 or higher Input: Keyboard and
Mouse Hard Disk Space: 5 GB If you wish to play online games, your computer must have an internet connection. Copyright All
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